Biomedical volume visualization requires high quality and high performance, but the existing high performance solutions such as the Shear Warp algorithm, 3D texture mapping, and special purpose hardware have problems.
Introduction
Biomedical rendering demands the highest image quality, and good interactive performance. There are many classes of algorithms and implementations for volume visualization of regular rectilinear datasets. Such datasets include magnetic resonance imaging MRI, computed tomography CT, positron emission tomography PET, and ultrasound. Such data is commonly used for clinical diagnosis and preoperative planning. In the last ten years, a technique for the direct visualization of these datasets Volume Rendering 2 has been explored in the computer science and medical communities. Initially developed for the visualization of natural phenomena such as clouds and planetary rings, the algorithms were quickly adapted to process medical volumes.
In medical diagnosis and planning, there has been resistance to using three-dimensional 3D visualizations. There are questions about the quality of the renderings and the lack of dynamic range on cathode ray tube CRT displays. Researchers have downplayed the quality issues and continue to develop new ways in which to visualize volume data interactively. Recently, high-quality repeatable renderings have been de ned by specifying a standard pipeline, for example, in the proposed OpenGL extensions for volume rendering 8 .
Many avenues of research have proven to be useful to achieve high performance volume visualization. Examples include software acceleration techniques, specialized graphics and volume hardware, and 3D texture mapping architectures. Each o f these solutions provides quality performance trade-o s in the rendering, as they are approximations to ray tracing.
Permutation warping is an algorithm for parallel processors that renders e ciently an exact ray tracing algorithm, is scalable to more processors and large volumes, and has simple data parallel or SIMD implementation. I h a ve been researching extensions to permutation warping, including data dependent optimizations for up to a 5 times improvement, view angle exibility now with no restrictions for orthogonal views, and MIMD implementation using large granularity methods. High quality requires higher performance, and to achieve this takes state of the art computers. State of the art computers are costly, but this is not an impediment to wide use of the permutation warping technique. Using centralized servers and distributed access can provide sharing of these techniques and a software architecture, PermWeb, has been designed and implemented for this purpose.
Section 2 describes the quality issues in the in the volume visualization pipeline. Section 3 reviews permutation warping and describes new developments, including data dependent optimizations using octrees, improved view angle exibility with new matrix decompositions, and MIMD implementation. Section 4, describes the distributed architecture that provides easier access to special purpose renderers thus making them more available.
High Quality Rendering
When considered as a data processing pipeline, volume rendering 2 takes any data value input and passes it through the following stages: gradient, classi cation, shading, resampling, and compositing. With each stage, there are many algorithm design decisions. Also, user control of each stage may beuseful when exploring the features of any given dataset. The following describes each stage, and brie y mentions how the existing work performs each stage citing any shortcomings.
Gradient The gradient calculation is the approximation of the partial derivative with respect to all three directions, rfx; y; z = @ f @ x @ f @ y @ f @ z . Tradeo s in various gradient calculations have been examined 1 . Gradient calculations are done as an o ine process by the Shear Warp algorithm 6 , Vizard 5 , and 3D texture mapping 17 . EM-Cube 13 uses a skewed neighborhoodfor a 12-point gradient lter. The gradient is used both to classify the type of data, and to compute computer graphics shading when rendering the data. An accurate gradient operator requries a lot of computation, while simpler approximations are sensitive to noise because di erentiation ampli es noise.
Classi cation A mapping from data values to material values is required in order to determine the proper light interaction. For example, bone has a di erent re ectivity, opacity, and color than skin. Classi cation is done as an o ine process by Shear Warp, Vizard, and 3D texture mapping. Shear warp provides a partly accelerated classi cation using a min max octree, and EM-Cube does classi cation using a lookup table opacity map.
Shading Shading is the calculation of emitted intensity using the gradient orientation and classi ed material in the volume 7, 11 . Shading is done as a preprocess by Shear Warp, Vizard, and 3D texture mapping. Shear warp provides lookup table shading with octrees, but has degraded performance due to the nonscanline traversal of octrees. EM-Cube uses lookup table shading, and 3D texture mapping can do shading with a lookup table approach, but it requires multiple passes to reload the textures. Shading is complex, and only recently have quality artifacts from Levoy's technique of separate interpolation of color and opacity been discovered, as shown in Figure 1 10 . Resampling Resampling is required to calculate the samples of opacity and intensity along the view rays. Because any particular view ray will not in general line up with the original dataset grid points, a reconstruction of the discrete dataset to a continuous dataset and a discretization to points along view rays are performed. Shear warping 6 resamples with a bilinear interpolation to shear the volume and then a warp of the skewed projection image using a bilinear interpolation. The EM-Cube architecture 13 performs sheared trilinear resampling for which results vary with view angle, and a warp of the skewed projection image similar to Shear Warp. Vizard uses a table lookup, and a multiply addition for an approximate trilinear interpolation. 3D texture mapping uses trilinear interpolation, though does not correctly interpolate for perspective projection, because using a set of parallel planes to resample through the volume creates a di erent ray step size for di erent pixels. This varying step size incorrectly accumulates opacities that are computed for a xed step size. Ray tracing typically uses a trilinear reconstruction lter 7 . Figure 2 shows a comparison of multipass and direct resampling, where the trilinear and nearest neighboror zero order hold both perform better than a multipass linear resampling. A cube and a sphere are resampled, and the error between the sample and their analytically de ned values is summed along view rays. Black is mapped to the maximum error, as shown in the color map at the bottom of the gure. Multipass resampling, bottom row, has greater error than trilinear interpolation, top row, for both test shapes. Figure 3 shows the di erence between a zero order hold and trilinear reconstruction for rendering a bifurcation of an MRI angiogram.
Compositing Compositing combines the view samples along each view ray b y calculating the over operator, given below. The opacity de nes the material presence at each point along the ray. Volume rendering takes into account the partial transparency of material along a view ray. The equations given use associated colorsC = C 10 , which can be used for shading when classifying before interpolation. An algorithm that addresses the shortcomings, of slow or required preprocessing and inaccurate resampling is permutation warping 22 . A permutation is a one-to-one assignment of processor to processor, which for massive parallelism can be considered as a processor per voxel. I have shown that for spatial assignment in resampling for rendering, such a permutation can becomputed, and therefore rendering takes 1 communication step for any equiareal view transform 22 . This holds for regular grids such as biomedical datasets from MRI, CT, and PET. Such an assignment is used to calculate a warping or resampling of the input volume data to data that lie upon view rays. In this section I brie y review the basic permutation warping algorithm for volumetric visualization, and then describe extensions for data dependent acceleration, view angle exibility, and MIMD implementation. Permutation warping calculates a 2D output image, by processing a 3D volume. The three steps are: 1 the preprocessing stage PPS, 2 the volume warping stage VWS, and 3 the compositing stage CS. The inputs to the algorithm are a scalar valued volume, gradient, classi cation, and shading selections. The PPS calculates gradients, opacities, and intensities. The VWS transforms the intensities and the opacities to the 3D screen space by resampling. The CS evaluates the compositing to the 2D output image. Figure 4 shows pseudo-code for the permutation warping algorithm for no virtualization or for data parallel implementation. Figure 5 illustrates the transforms calculated by processors. The object space and screen space are separated into the object space on the left and the screen space on the right. Yellow processors on the left are communicating with yellow processors on the right to compute the resampled 3D screen space. On the left and right the 3D screen space volume is red, and the 3D object space volume is black. Blue processors, for this slight rotation, do not perform any communication, but compute and store the result locally. Red processors are clipped outside of the 3D screen space, so do not interpolate at all. A processor does permutation warping by See Figure 4 , Step 3, a parallel compositing combines resampled intensities and opacities. Binary tree combining computes compositing as shown in our work 19, 22 and the related work by M a e t a l . 9 .
Our prior algorithmic studies of permutation warping have shown that it is asymptotically time and space optimal for resampling on the EREW PRAM exclusive read exclusive write parallel random access machine 19, 22, 23 . But, several enhancements are possible such as load balancing and data dependent acceleration.
Quality Comparison Gradient calculations are performed on the original sample points, and near-neighbor communication is used for high e ciency. Because a general purpose parallel processor is used, gradient calculations do not need to be part of an o ine process as in Shear Warp, Vizard, and 3D texture mapping. A general purpose parallel processor has su cient performance to compute gradients as needed. The gradient is not skewed as required for EM-Cube, because of the object space partitioning. Classi cation and shading can be done using a general function or through a lookup table.
And to save on compute time, permutation warping can also use preclassi ed shaded values. Resampling is done in a one-pass resampling, using a local area support reconstruction lter. A one pass lter avoids multiple aliasing, but a multipass lter both distorts and aliases with each pass as shown in Figure 2 . This one-pass resampling is an improvement o ver the two-pass resamplings used by Shear Warp and EM-Cube. The resampling is also an accurate reconstruction, and not an approximation as used by Vizard. 3D texture mapping does accurate trilinear resampling, but su ers from the shortcomings discussed in Section 2 where gradient, classi cation, and shading are done as an o ine preprocess. If shading, classi cation, and gradients are assumed to be computed o ine, then there are not su cient computational resources to compute them interactively.
Related Parallel Work There are a large numberofvolume rendering approaches that have been tried, and because of the many variants, there is a large di erence between algorithms. Accurate direct comparison of approaches is di cult, so I discuss some of the main techniques, and also discuss more closely related work done on the MasPar. Parallel volume rendering algorithms may be grouped into four categories as determined by their viewing transforms: backwards, multipass forwards, forwards splatting, and forwards wavefront. show that the possible speedup to higher numbers of processors is limited because of this screen space decomposition. A speedup of 12.5 is achieved on 32 processors over one processor, where 32 would be linear 6 . Figure 7 shows that permutation warping has better scaling properties. SIMD implementations 23, 22 achieve linear scalability on a 1K processor MP-1 to a 16K processor MP-1, and it is also possible to use similar culling and compression to further improve e ciencies. In direct comparison to other MasPar implementations of volume rendering 3, 4, 18 , permutation warping 23, 22 has also been proven to be more scalable, Figure 7 . Permutation warping has also demonstrated the highest performance achieved on the MasPar. Figure 6 shows that permutation warping on a 16,384 processor MasPar MP-1 achieves 10.1 Mvoxels second performance versus Hsu's 8.8 Mvoxels second Hz. Further improvements have been achieved using octree encoding which is discussed in Section 3.1.
Data Dependent Optimizations
As presented in 19, 22, 23 , permutation warping does not use data dependent acceleration methods. This means that the worst case performance is the same as the best case performance. All datasets will berendered with the same runtime, irrespective of the density of the volume, classi cation function, or distribution of nonzero and heterogeneous voxels. The methods used to accelerate volume rendering using data dependencies include: adaptive r a y termination 7 , skipping of empty regions, leaping through homogeneous regions, and load balancing the varying workload.
We have implemented octree volume subdivision within the permutation warping algorithm 20 . The octree encoding is computed for each subvolume of the object space subdivision. The octree encodings investigated include the use of thresholding to cull regions of the volume. To demonstrate the encoding, consider the example in Figure 8 . Processors are shown in a 2D layout. Regions are quadtree-encoded at each processor, PE0 to PE3. PE0 has a heterogeneous volume, resulting in a tree of depth two, with 13 nodes. PE1 and PE2 have empty space, and their quadtrees have a single null node. PE3 has a homogeneous region, and its quadtree is a single homogeneous node.
Octrees can be used to further compress the data by using thresholding and by considering all voxels below a given threshold to be e ectively zero. This provides some immunity against noise in the creation of empty regions in the octrees, but does alter the output visualization. Considering Figure 8 , the values in PE1 and PE2 may have been non-zero, but were below threshold when the octrees were created.
Using thresholding and the additional precalculated static load balancing of the data, we achieved a 260 to 404 improvement in runtime over the baseline permutation warping algorithm as presented in 22 . Table 1 shows the run times with the publicly available brain data set at two resolutions, 128 3 and 256 3 . The times shown are captured using the cycle count facility in the MasPar MP-2 instruction set, and calculated as the average of multiple runs, taken at di erent view angles. The runtime for di erent view angles is the same. The MasPar MP-2 is a single instruction stream multiple data stream SIMD machine with 1K to 16K processors that have mesh and general router interconnections. Experiments presented were run on 16,384 and 4096 processor machines. The speedups were calculated against the baseline execution times of .282 and 2.199 seconds, respectively 20 . The majority of the processing takes place in the rotation or resampling phase of the algorithm, as shown in column three of Table  1 . Figure 10 shows the performance of our new octree encoded volume rendering algorithm Wittenbrink Using thresholding to eliminate nearly zero valued voxels, and creating an octree creates approximations that degrade the image quality. Figure 11 shows images rendered with di erent thresholds, 0, 1, 5, 10, 50 that are considered to beempty voxel space. Table 3 .1 shows the RMS errors, run times, and percentage of the run time over the baseline for the octree enhancements. Higher thresholds results in higher errors, but there is also a corresponding improvement in runtime. There are noticeable di erences for very high thresholds, and the best quality i s a vailable by using no threshold. The performance improvements of 260 to 404, Table 1 are impressive enough to warrant the tradeo in image quality, especially when considered in the context of an interactive system. Even more improvements in speed and quality are possible by tuning the algorithm to use adaptive coding, compression, and adaptive re nement where the highest quality is selected when the user stops changing the viewpoint. With data dependent optimizations the scalability for greater numbers of processors is no longer linear, but is nearly linear. A 16,384 processor MP-2 achieves a speedup of 3.6 over a 4096 processor MP-2 when using the octree enhancements discussed. 4.0 would be linear, and the baseline permutation warp algorithm achieves a speedup of 3.9. Table 2 : Quality performance tradeo s, Runtimes milliseconds RMS error of images as shown in Fig. 11 , and percentage of the baseline permutation warping algorithm on a 16K processor MP-2.
View Angle Flexibility
In interactive v olume visualization, one of the key advantages comes from changing the viewpoint to help explore the 3D nature of the data.
In permutation warping, there is no angular restriction nor performance penalty for views. The view transform, T , can be any equiareal transformation or any perspective transformation, if a two-pass warp is allowed. In 2D, an equiareal transformation is simply a two-by-two matrix that has a determinant equal to 1. Any rotation, translation, or shear of the volume under view may be performed.
When specifying this matrix as a rotation instead of as an arbitrary matrix, some numerical instabilities may arise. In earlier work, we got around this by limiting the rotation to a certain range. We essentially allowed rotation angles of 0 to 85 degrees. Figure 12 shows the interval in which the angle theta blows up. The function tan, is stable in this region. Figure 12 shows the translated interval as a dashed line, and illustrates that the two functions have outputs between +,1. This is directly extended to 3D rotations, doing a conditional test for each angle of rotation to determine which interval to compute.
This new angle of rotation speci cation has been veri ed in both 2D and 3D permutation warping examples. Figure 13 shows the implementation, assuming lies in t h e 0 t o 2 interval:
The change in the view angle speci cation provides view angle exibility with no numerical dangers, constant communication complexity, and minimal performance impact to check the interval of angle. This is an important clari cation for the permutation warping decomposition rotation angle speci cation. Permutation warping does not require transposing of the data or storing of multiple volumes to accommodate different viewpoints e ciently. With permutation warping, only one copy of the volume is stored, and the e ciency to render is the same no matter the visualization angle. Shear warping requires three copies of the volume or transposing of the data prior to resampling for scanline e ciency. This was the goal of the research: greater view exibility with no quality or performance penalties.
MIMD implementation
As presented in 19, 22, 23 , permutation warping is a general parallel algorithm, but has been evaluated only on single instruction stream multiple data stream SIMD machines. It is unclear whether permutation warping would be as e cient for other types of parallel architectures such as MIMD. SIMD and multiple instruction stream multiple data stream MIMD provide somewhat di erent c hallenges for implementation. In order to determine the e ect upon the permutation warping approach for volume visualization, an experiment was performed to implement permutation warping on a general purpose distributed memory MIMD computer 19 . This section discusses the performance attained on the Proteus Supercomputer 16 and how to maintain full parallelism on scalable MIMD machines. In data parallel machines such as the MasPar, the preferred solution is a one-step warping phase to align the volume to the view direction 22 , but in high granularity machines such as Proteus 16 , small messages create network congestion. Instead, an algorithm was developed that takes advantage of the high data to processor ratio and sends large messages.
To send large messages, processing occurs at a large granularity level. Figure 16 shows the source volume considered as a collection of subvolumes assigned to processors. The subvolumes are rendered in parallel to create subframes. And the subframes are composited to create a nal image. Also, for MIMD implementation, it is essential to exploit the separate instruction streams. Speci cally this algorithm has the same three steps as given in Figure 4 PPS, VWS, and CS, but now the VWS and CS are intermixed. Figure 15 shows the processors warp, VWS, and composite, CS partial.
The processors use the local data to create subframes, as given in Step 2.1. In Step 2.2, each processor then sends sections of its subframe to the output screen space subframe locations that are aligned. Aligned subframes are then combined through further compositing in Step 3. Subframes are composited in parallel using a new parallel product that doubles screen area as screen depths are combined. This approach provides full parallelism, and the end result is completely distributed across processors. Figure 16 shows the MIMD algorithm with resampling and product calculations. Voxels are viewed from an arbitrary viewpoint View in the lower left. For each pixel, resampling occurs along the rays, then the samples are combined by compositing. Figure 16 also shows the parallel data ow and partitioning from Steps 1 through 3 for 16 processors or clusters. Each processor preprocesses its locally assigned subvolume in Step 1. The subvolume is assigned through a static object space partitioning of the volume. Figure 16 shows how subframes are created locally for new view directions. The subframe is sent to the aligned screen space, Step 2.2. Note that the subframe may besent to several screen space processors. Four processors in the view direction result in two parallel product composites to calculate the nal image. Figure 16 gives a simpli ed view of the algorithm, but reveals, nevertheless, the full parallelism and data layouts. Compositing is more e cient in the aligned dimensions of the machine, the screen space. Due to the physical interconnections used in MIMD machines, preferred communication patterns exist, such as in a mesh where communication along rows or columns is very e cient. To communicate subframes to their aligned positions, multiple rounds of communication are used. Permutation warping for four processors requires three rounds; in the rst round, processor 0 talks to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and 3 to 0, etc. Each processor calculates a subframe, and then communicates to P , 1 processors. The actual data sent in each phase changes with the viewing transform.
Eight processors require seven rounds of communication. This provides a constant number of communication periods with no con icts. Each processor overlaps at most 18 screen space subvolumes because of the length of the diagonal of a subvolume in Step 2.2. Then, at most 18 messages are sent. The length of a diagonal through a subvolume de nes the extent through which a subvolume may i n teresect a rigidly translated and rotated 3D screen space subvolume assignment. If a shared memory machine is used, processors write their results into the appropriate output bu ers without con ict and with less congestion, because they will get cache ownership of the lines with which they are working. The aligned screen space is similar to the object space assignment. The object space coordinates of the screen space change with the view transform. Each processor sends the aligned samples they create to the processors that need them in Step 2.2.
The permutation sends, Step 2.2, can be overlapped with calculation, Steps 2.1 and 3, to hide the communication costs. Figure 16 also shows parallel compositing, Step 3. In any view direction there are remaining composites along each view ray, because the object space is carved up uniformly. In order to avoid idling of processors, every processor remains busy through this stage by binary tree compositing the frames. In Volume Size 32 PE's Tril 32 PE's Zoh 1 PE tril 1 P E Zoh 32 3   161  150  241  97  64   3   291  203  1760  554  128   3   1046  498  13846  3870  256   3   4316  1411  95064  24523   Table 3 : Proteus run times, all output images are 256x256, milliseconds previous ray tracing techniques, processors are idled when there are more processors than the number of rays. Our parallel product maintains linear speedup until the compositing nally dominates, an improvement o ver image space partitioning and ray tracing methods. The key aspects of the MIMD algorithm are: only local source data is used no concurrent reads are necessary; the communication requirements are the same, irrespective of the viewpoint; the communication has no con icts; the algorithm scales input size and number of processors; and, the lter quality is as high as desired.
Experiments were performed on the Proteus Computer to evaluate the MIMD version of the permutation warp algorithm. Figure 14 shows Proteus, a scalable MIMD parallel computer 16 with 32 to 1024 processors. A prototype group, or eight clusters, with 32 Intel i860's has been implemented. Figure 14 shows the physical layout of 32 processors with clusters labelled C0 t o C7. The interconnection network is a bitserial crossbar with single link transfer rates of 250 Mbits second. The total memory capacity of the 32 processor system is 64 Megabytes eight M b ytes per cluster.
Performance experiments used two di erent reconstruction lters, a rst-order hold trilinear interpolation and a zero-order hold nearest neighbor. Refer to Figure 3 for examples and our work 22 that compares zero-order holds, rst-order holds, and multipass shearing. Images created were eight bits pixel. All measurements were taken using multiple runs of the code, and averaging their execution time. Table 3 shows the Proteus volume rendering algorithm's runtime versus volume size. The output image is 256 2 for all volume sizes. Speedup is given in Table 4 . Proteus provides a speedup of 22 for 32 processors over a single processor using trilinear resampling. More speedup is achieved for larger volume sizes because of increased cache and communication eciencies, that hide xed startup latencies.
The performance of the Proteus implementation is two frames second for 128 3 volumes and 0.7 frames second for 256 3 volumes. Volumes up to 512x512x128 byte voxels were processed. The voxel second rate is 12 Mvoxels second for zoh reconstruction lter and 4 Mvoxels second for a trilinear reconstruction. Key implementation features were the use of scanline processing in both resampling and compositing for cache e ciency, and optimized memory to memory framebu er transfer for host interaction. The implementation also showed that large granularity messages were required, and that the parallelization strategy worked for MIMD architectures. Because high delity with large data at interactive rates has not been achieved by any hardware, the initial solutions will use high performance hardware. Such high performance hardware is of high cost, but this does not mean it cannot be widely available. The most cost e ective solution is to have a powerful centralized compute resource that solves the problem well, and is remotely shareable. In other words, supporting biomedical visualization with parallel rendering requires wide access. One means for easily accessing a parallel rendering system is through the use of World Wide Web WWW front-ends. Figure 17 shows an overview of the software architecture of our PermWeb system 21 URL http: www.cse.ucsc.edu research slvg mp-render.html. The system design makes use of as many o -the-shelf WWW components as possible, and was implemented as a proof of concept for remote parallel rendering access. This system has been interfaced to the MasPar, and also to workstation servers. The software architecture uses processes shown as ellipses, data les shown as cylinders, and custom source code as rectangles. The four main processes are the Web Server, Render Request, Render Server, and Child Render Work. Only the last three are built from custom software, and many components of the programs are built from freeware.
The custom software developed is also indicated by the source les shown in Figure  17 . The rectangular source les include: render.html, tcpclient.c, tcpserv.c, myppmtogif.c, and render.c. The dashed lines show the correlation of source les to programs. The front-end, because of the use of standard WWW browsers, is coded in hypertext markup language HTML. This language speci es a hypertext document, and has embedded images. Figure 18 shows the appearance of a front-end.
The tcpclient.c program is invoked as a common gateway i n terface CGI program, so it may run on a di erent platform than the web server that provides access to the render.html forms interface. The processes Render Server and Child Render Work are from the same program that runs continually, w aiting for requests to create a v olume rendering. The volume data is in the data le bone volume.vol, which is stored in memory for fast access by the rendering server. The results are always compressed before being sent back to the client myppmtogif.c, and the server requires a volume renderer render.c.
A brief explanation of PermWeb's operation highlights features of the software architecture. Refer to the numbered circles. In 1 a user makes a request via the WWW to the Web Server. The Web Server returns the render.html front-end forms interface. In 2 the user selects the desired parameters and chooses a button render", which invokes the CGI process. Typically, CGI processes are found in the cgi-bin directory, and may be referred to as cgi-bin scripts. In 3, the cgi-bin script contacts the Render Server, which 4 causes the Render Server to fork o Child Render Work. In this way, a single server handles requests from many users and controls how many connections are accepted. In 5, Child Render Work accesses the source volume, bone volume.vol, renders it into an image, compresses the image to the GIF format, 6 sends the result through the socket to Render Request, and exits.
Render Request upon receipt of the image, in 7 writes it to a le, result.gif, and in 8 returns the appropriate uniform resource locator URL to the requesting client. The page returned to the client includes the URL for the image, and is typically in the form of a WWW page with the cgi-bin script as the page: http: WebServer2 cgibin Render Request ?params. WebServer2 is indicated if in fact a di erent server is used than for the initial request. The parameters indicate the location where the actual viewing parameters are passed to the server. The system is simple, e cient, and uses WWW technology including front-end clients, servers, protocols, to provide access to rendered information. The advantage of the system is a small amount of development code for general and exible use. One of the key components to achieve acceptable performance is the use of Lempel-Zif compression of the result image. In addition to the HTML front-end, Java has been investigated as a means to provide more interactivity to users.
The current performance of the MasPar access is on the order of many seconds. Depending on the loading of the MasPar, which is a queued system, there may bea delay t o get in the execute queue. The le read time of the source volume dominates the total execution time, which could be xed by using either parallel I O or memory caching of the volume using a continually running server. The current performance of the shear warp is typically a few seconds. The precompressed, run-length encoded, source volumes used by shear warp help in reducing the le read latency. The anticipated performance, given full optimization of the system software, would be5-10 frames per second. To get better performance may require a web browser plug-in for a more direct connection to the rendering server, bypassing the multiple step socket paths used with the current system.
Conclusions and Future Research
I have shown that for high quality rendering the resampling process is crucial for accurate data reconstruction. One way t o d o v ery high quality resampling is by using a one-pass resampling, and permutation warping does a one-pass resampling. This provides a quality improvement over other approaches, including Shear Warp, EM-Cube sheared interpolation, Vizard, and 3D texture mapping. New results were presented in making the view exibility arbitrary when specifying the view with angles. A new decomposition was used to avoid numerical instability in the tan function used in the angle processor communication assignments. New results were described in data dependent acceleration techniques, that allowed for a 260 to 400 improvement in runtime over not using data dependent acceleration on a MasPar MP-2. The MasPar MP-2 can achieve with 16,384 processors 14 frames second on 128 3 volumes using trilinear interpolation. Octrees were used to take advantage of empty space and data coherency, but required load balancing to achieve high e ciency. The octree encoding allowed an object space partitioning to achieve higher e ciencies similar to the Shear Warp algorithm, while maintaining scalability and quality advantages. High quality rendering is important for biomedical visualization, and permutation warping quality was demonstrated.
Additional research was performed to investigate the applicability o f permutation warping to MIMD computing. Large granularity communication is more e cient on such an architecture. An alternative m ultiple permutation communication was implemented on the Proteus distributed memory MIMD computer. Proteus can achieve with 32 processors computation rates of one frame second 12 Mvoxels second on 128 3 volumes. Results showed that volume rendering is e ciently parallelizeable using object space partitioning, parallel product, and extended permutation warping for volume rendering on scalable MIMD architectures.
A performance of 39 Mvoxels second has been achieved on a 16,384 processor MasPar MP-2, but other researchers have a c hieved higher rates on current MIMD machines. Lacroute achieved 221 Mvoxels second on the same MRI brain dataset that we used for our studies, and Palmer et al. 14 achieved 3.5 Billion voxels second on the visible female dataset. Permutation warping does achieve better scalability: 3.6 versus ideal 4 of a 16,384 processor versus a 4096 processor MasPar MP-2 using octree encodings; a n d a 2 2 v ersus ideal 32 for a 32 processor Proteus. Lacroute's speedup is 12.5 versus ideal 32. The results are not directly comparable, because the machines used do not have comparable performance, and were released in di erent y ears. I h a ve shown evidence that octree-permutation warping is scalable, and of the highest performance of published results on the MasPar, but further work needs to be done to directly compare the approach to Shear Warp on the same computer.
I have detailed the PermWeb software architecture for remote volume rendering using many standardized WWW components, and a few custom components. The key to the performance of the system is image compression, and in-memory rendering and transfer. Performance issues were investigated to reduce the latency of the rendering and improve the system. Such an implementation is a proof of concept that a powerful centralized server can bewidely accessed. A high performance, high quality, volume rendering system such as octree-permutation warping accessed via PermWeb is a good solution for biomedical applications.
Future work is researching the accuracy of the lighting model for medical visualization. Physically based lighting models are being investigated, which are more accurate than those derived for atmospheric phenomena. Additional topics are development o f coupled compression renderers, parallel compression algorithms, heterogeneous platform parallel rendering, and further data dependent optimized parallel rendering. 
